Getting started in the Unix (Xubuntu) Environment.

Our first computer based exercise is to help you get familiar with the working environment that we will use this semester.

Your Tasks:

1. Carefully read the handout entitled “Programming and Development Environment”.
2. Follow the directions and install X2Go on your computer.
3. Use your account name and password (given in class), connect to gottlieb.cs.wfu.edu using your newly installed X2Go client software. No need to do much on gottlieb at this point, just make sure you can connect (fullscreen) and can logout.
4. If you need to review Unix, read the Unix tutorial. See the web page: 

   http://menehune.opt.wfu.edu/Unix

   Some of you have worked through this tutorial in a previous class. If you remember your Unix skills, you can skip the tutorial, and refer to it whenever needed.
5. If you have not read this tutorial before, please do so. As you work through each section in the Unix tutorial, you are encouraged to log on to gottlieb.cs.wfu.edu and try some examples.